In this paper, we propose a generic concurrent directed graph (for shared memory architecture) that is concurrently being updated by threads adding/deleting vertices and edges. The graph is constructed by the composition of the well known concurrent list-based set data structure from the literature. Our construction is generic, in the sense that it can be used to obtain various progress guarantees, depending on the granularity of the underlying concurrent set implementation -either blocking or non-blocking. We prove that the proposed construction is linearizable by identifying its linearization points. Finally, we compare the performance of all the variants of the concurrent graph data-structure along with its sequential implementation. We observe that our concurrent graph data structure mimics the performance of the concurrent list based set.
Introduction
A graph represents pairwise relationships between objects along with their properties. Due to their usefulness, graphs are being used in various fields like genomics various kinds of networks such as social, semantic etc. Generally, these graphs are very large and dynamic in nature. Dynamic graphs are the one's which are subjected to a sequence of changes like insertion, deletion of vertices and/or edges [1] . Online social networks (facebook, linkedin, google+, twitter, quora, etc.), are dynamic in nature with the users and the relationships among them changing over time. In this paper, we develop a generic concurrent directed graph data-structure, which allows threads to concurrently add/delete or perform contains on vertices/edges while ensuring linearizability [6] . The graph is constructed by the composition of the well known concurrent list-based set implementation from the literature. To the the best of our knowledge, this is the first work to propose a concurrent datastructure for an adjacency list representation of the graphs. The other known work on concurrent graphs by Kallimanis & Kanellou [7] works on adjacency matrix representation and assume an upper-bound on the number of vertices while we make no such assumption. Our construction is generic, in the sense that it can be used to obtain different progress guarantees, depending on the granularity of the underlying concurrent set implementation -either blocking or non-blocking.
System Model & Preliminaries
In this paper, we assume that our system consists of finite set of p processors, accessed by a finite set of n threads that run in a completely asynchronous manner and communicate using shared objects. The threads communicate with each other by invoking methods on the shared objects and getting corresponding responses. Consequently, we make no assumption about the relative speeds of the threads. We also assume that none of these processors and threads fail. Progress: The progress properties specifies when a thread invoking methods on shared objects completes in presence of other concurrent threads. Some progress conditions used in this paper are mentioned here which are based on the definitions in Herlihy & Shavit [5] . The progress condition of a method in concurrent object is defined as: (1) Blocking: In this, an unexpected delay by any thread (say, one holding a lock) can prevent other threads from making progress. (2) Deadlock-Free: This is a blocking condition which ensures that some thread (among other threads in the system) waiting to get a response to a method invocation will eventually receive it. (3) Wait-Free: This is a non-blocking condition which ensures that every thread trying to get a response to a method, eventually receives it. Events. We assume that the threads execute atomic events which are (1) read, write on shared/local memory objects; (2) method invocations or inv event & responses or resp event on higher level shared-memory objects. Global States, Execution and Histories. We define the global state or state of the system as the collection of local and shared variables across all the threads in the system. The system starts with an initial global state. We assume that all the events executed by different threads are totally ordered. Each event changes possibly the global state of the system leading to a new global state.
The events read, write on shared/local memory objects changes the global state. The events inv event & resp event on higher level shared-memory objects do not change the contents of the global state. Although we denote the resulting state with a new label.
We denote an execution of a concurrent threads as a finite sequence of totally ordered atomic events. We formally denote an execution E as the tuple evts, < E , where E.evts denotes the set of all events of E and < E is the total order among these events. A history corresponding to an execution consists only of method inv and resp events (in other words, a history views the methods as black boxes without going inside the internals). Similar to an execution, a history H can be formally denoted as evts, < H where evts are of type inv & resp and < H defines a total order among these events.
With this definition, it can be seen that a history uniquely characterizes an execution and vice-versa. Thus we use these terms interchangeably in our discussion. For a history H, we denote the corresponding execution as E H .
We relate executions (histories) with global states. An execution takes the system through a series of global states with each event of the execution stating from the initial state takes the global state from one to the next. We associate the state of an execution (or history) to be global state after the last event of the execution. We denote this final global state S of an execution E as S = E.state (or H.state).
We refer to the set of all the global states that a system goes through in the course of an execution as E.allStates (or H.allStates). It can be seen that for E, E.state ∈ E.allStates. Figure 1 show an execution and the corresponding history. In the figure the curve line is an event, the vertical line is a state. The open([) & close(]) square bracket are the separator and it has no meaning in the figure. Given an event e of an execution E, we denote global state just before the e as the pre-state of e and denote it as e.pre-state. Similarly, we denote the state immediately after e as the the post-state of e or e.post-state. Thus if an event e is in E.evts then both e.pre-state and e.post-state are in E.allStates.
The notion of pre & post states can be extended to methods as well. We denote the pre-state of a method m or m.pre-state as the global state just before the invocation event of m whereas the post-state of m or m.pre-state as the global state just after the return event of m. Notations on Histories. We now define a few notations on histories which can be extended to the corresponding executions. We say two histories H1 and H2 are equivalent if the set of events in H1 are the same as H2, i.e., H1.evts = H2.evts and denote it as H1 ≈ H2. We say history H1 is a sub-history of H2 if all the events of H1 are also in H2 in the same order, i.e., (H1.evts ⊆ H2.evts) ∧ (< H1 ⊆< H2 ) .
Let a thread T i invoke some methods on a few shared memory objects in a history H and o be a shared memory object whose methods have been invoked by threads in H. Using the notation of [6] , we denote H|T i to be the sub-history all the events of T i in H. Similarly, we denote H|o to be the sub-history all the events involving o.
We say that a resp event matches an inv event in an execution (as the name suggests) if the both resp and inv events are on the same method of the object, have been invoked by the same thread and the resp event follows inv event in the execution.
We assume that a history H as well-formed if a thread T i does not invoke a method on a shared object until it obtains the matching response for the previous invocation. We assume that all the executions & histories considered in this paper are well-formed. We denote an inv event as pending if it does not have a matching resp event in the execution. Note that since an execution is well-formed, there can be at most only one pending invocation for each thread.
We say a history H is complete if for every method inv event there is a matching resp event. The history H is said to be sequential if every inv event, except possibly the last, is immediately followed by the matching resp event. Note that a complete history is not sequential and the vice-versa. It can be seen that in a well-formed history H, for every thread T i , we have that H|T i is sequential. Figure 2 shows a sequential history. Sequential Specification. We next discuss about sequential-specification [6] of shared memory objects. The sequential-specification of a shared memory object o is defined as the set of (all possible) sequential histories involving the methods of o. Since all the histories in the sequential-specification of o are sequential, this set captures the behavior of o under sequential execution which is believed to be correct. A sequential history S is said to be legal if for every shared memory object o whose method is invoked in S, S |o is in the sequential-specification of o. Safety: A safety property is defined over histories (and the corresponding executions) of shared objects and generally states which executions of the shared objects are acceptable to any application. The safety property that we consider is linearizability [6] . A history H is said to be linearizable if (1) there exists a completion H of H in which some pending inv events are completed with a matching response and some other pending inv events are discarded; (2) there exists a sequential history S such that S is equivalent to H; (3) S is legal. Another way to say that history H is linearizable if it is possible to assign an atomic event as a linearization point (LP ) inside the execution interval of each method such that the result of each of these methods is the same as it would be in a sequential history in which the methods are ordered by their LPs [4] .
A concurrent object is linearizable if all the histories generated by it are linearizable. We prove the linearizability of a concurrent history by defining a LPs for each method. The LP of a method implies that the method appears to take effect instantly at its LP. It can be seen that wait-free methods are desirable since they can complete regardless of the execution of other concurrent methods. On the other hand, deadlock-free methods are system (or underlying scheduler) dependent progress condition since they involve blocking. It ensures that among multiple threads in the system, at least one of them will make progress.
The update methods exported by the graph data-structure discussed in this paper are deadlock-free and the contains methods are wait-free.
Construction of Concurrent Generic Graph Data-Structure
In this section, we describe the construction of our generic concurrent graph data-structure. We represent our data-structure using adjacency list representation of the graph. It is implemented as a list of lists. Each vertex in the list holds a list of vertices to which it has outgoing edges. This is depicted pictorially in Figure 1 .
The problem addressed in this paper is as follows: A concurrent directed graph G = (V, E), where G(V ) is a set of vertices and G(E) is a collection of directed edges. Each edge connects an ordered pair of vertices belonging to G(V ). And this G is dynamically being modified by a fixed set of concurrent running threads. In this setting, threads may perform insertion / deletion of vertices or edges to the graph. We assume that all the vertices have unique identification key (captured by val field) shown below.
We implemented the generic concurrent graph data-structure by using the implementation of the concurrent list-based set. Each list of the graph data-structure is a concurrent list-based set with few modifications.
Notations used in Pseudo-Code:
We denoted ↓, ↑ as input and output arguments to each method respectively. The shared memory is accessed only by invoking explicit read(), write() and CAS methods. The f lag is a local variable which returns the status of each operation. 
Methods Exported & Sequential Specification
In this sub-section, we describe the methods exported by the concurrent directed graph datastructure along with their sequential specification. The specification as the name suggests shows the behavior of the graph when all the methods are invoked sequentially.
1. The AddV ertex(u) method adds a vertex u to the graph, returning true. This follows directly from our assumption that all the vertices are assigned distinct keys. Once added, the method will never invoke addition on this key again.
2. The RemoveV ertex(u) method deletes vertex u from the graph, if it is present in the graph and returns true. By deleting this vertex u, this method ensures that all the incoming and outgoing vertices of u are deleted as well. If the vertex is not in the graph, it returns f alse. Due to space constraint the abstract graph definition and the sequential specification given in the Appendix 3.2
Sequential Specification
Given a global state S, we now define the notion of an abstract graph(for fine-grained, lock-free and wait-free, as coarse-grained & sequential are straight forward) , AbG for a global state S which we will use for guiding us in correctness of our methods. AbG for a global state S is the collection of S.AbG(V ) and S.AbG(E) as defined below:
This definition of AbG(V) captures the set of all vertices of AbG for the global state S. It consists of all the vnodes that are reachable from S.V ertexHead and are not marked for deletion. 
Working of Concurrent Graph Methods
In this section, we describe the working of the various methods on the generic concurrent graph data structure. We represent the graph using adjacency list representation, which is a list of linked lists as illustrated in the Figure 3 . All the fields in the structure are declared atomic. This ensures that operations on these variables happen atomically. In the context of a particular application, the node structure can be easily modified to carry useful data (like weights etc). We defined all the pseudo code used in our generic concurrent graph data structure from the Algorithm 1-6 and the pseudo code of sequential, coarse-grained, fine-grained and lock-free set.
Update Vertex Methods -AddVertex & RemoveVertex
The AddV ertex(u) method is similar to the add method of set implementation. When a thread wants to add a vertex to the concurrent graph, it traverses the vertex list by acquiring the locks in case of coarse-grained and wait-free manner in case of fine-grained, lock-free and wait-free. until it finds a vertex with its key greater than or equal to u, say ucurr and it's predecessor, say upred. Depending on type of granularity the data-structure used, it try to add the u in between the pred & curr of the the vertex list if not present earlier. Otherwise it simply returns. This method always return true. This follows form our assumption that all the vertices are assigned with a unique key val and once the vertex added in the graph, the AddV ertex(u) will never invoked on this key again. The generic AddV ertex method is given in the Algorithm 1 and it's corresponding Add method with detail description. Similarly the RemoveV ertex(u) method is same as the delete method of set implementation. When a thread wants to delete a vertex from the concurrent graph, it traverses the vertex list by acquiring the locks in case of coarse-grained and wait-free manner in case of fine-grained, lock-free and wait-free. until it finds a vertex with its key greater than or equal to u, say ucurr and it's predecessor, say upred. it then checks the key value of curr and the the vertex is it trying to delete, if both are equal, then depending on type of granularity the data-structure used, it try to remove the curr in between the pred & next of curr of the the vertex list. Otherwise it simply returns f alse. After the physical deletion of the vertex u in the vertex list, its all incoming edges must also be deleted from the graph. If we are not deleting all incoming edges the correctness will not affect but certainly we need this optimization, which reduces the searching time of edges, but piratically we are getting the better throughput withing deleting all in coming edges, the detail reason and experimental performance given in the result Section 5. The generic RemoveV ertex method is given in the Algorithm 2 and it's corresponding Add and the RemoveIncomingEdge methods with detail description.
Update Edge Methods -AddEdge & RemoveEdge
The AddEdge(u, v) method starts by checking for the presence of vertices u and v in the vertex list of the graph by invoking the Contains method of the corresponding data-structure in the Line 16 & 17 respectively. After this, once again u is validated in the Line 22, the reason for this is explained by an example in Figure 4 A thread T 1 trying to perform AddEdge (u, v, true), first invokes HelpLocateEdge. Just after T 1 has verified vertex u, thread T 2 deletes vertex u. Also vertex v gets added by thread T 3 just before T 1 verifies it. So, now thread T 1 has successfully tested for the presence of vertices u and v in the vertex list, and then it proceeds to add edge (u, v), returning true. However, as is evident, no possible sequentially generated history of the given concurrent execution is correct. Hence an additional check must be performed before proceeding to actually add the edge. edge (u, v), if it is present earlier in the graph and then it returns true. If the edge is not present earlier in the graph it also returns true like AddEdge. But if either the vertices u or v is not present, it returns f alse. The generic RemoveEdge method is given in the Algorithm 5
Read-Only Methods -ContainsVertex & ContainsEdge
Methods ContainsV ertex(u) and ContainsEdge(u, v) traverse the graph (except sequential & coarse-grained) without acquiring any locks and both these methods are wait-free similar to the lazy-list approach [3] . These methods return true if the vertex/edge node it was searching for is present and unmarked otherwise returns f alse. The generic ContainsV ertex & ContainsEdge methods are given in the Algorithm 3 & 6 respectively.
For the correctness, we define the Linearization Points [6] of all methods of our concurrent graph data structure. Due to lack of space, the LP and the proof of the correctness of concurrent graph data structure is given in the full paper [8] . We try to formalise the proof of our concurrent graph data structure based on LP events of the methods and it is also based on [10] .
Lemma 1
The history H generated by the interleaving of any of the methods of the concurrent graph data structure, is linearizable..
Lemma 2
The methods AddV ertex, RemoveV ertex, AddEdge and RemoveEdge are deadlockfree and ContainsV ertex and ContainsEdge are wait-free except coarse-grained. We performed our tests on 2 sockets & 14 cores per socket Intel Xeon (R) CPU E5-2660 v4 running at 2.00 GHz core frequency. Each core supports 2 hardware threads. Every core's L1, L2 cache are private to that core; L3 cache (35MB) is shared across all cores of a processors. The tests were performed in a controlled environment, where we were the sole users of the system. The implementation a has been done in C++ (without any garbage collection) and threading is achieved by using Posix threads.
Simulation Results & Analysis
In the experiments conducted, we start with an initial complete graph. When the program starts, it creates fixed number of threads and each thread randomly performs a set of operations chosen by a particular workload distribution. Here, the evaluation metric used is the time taken to complete all the operations. We measure throughput obtained on running the experiment for 20 seconds and present the results for the following workload distributions: (1) Update-dominated : 25% AddV ertex, 25% AddEdge, 10% RemoveV ertex, 10% RemoveEdge, 15% ContainsV ertex and 15% ContainsEdge; (2) Contains-dominated : 40% ContainsV ertex, 40% ContainsEdge, 7% AddV ertex, 7% AddEdge, 3% RemoveV ertex and 3% RemoveEdge; (3) Edge-updates: 50% AddEdge, 50% RemoveEdge and rest are 0%. Figure 5 depicts the results for the data-structure methods. Each data point is obtained after averaging for 5 iterations. We assume that duplicate vertices are not inserted.
We tested different variants of the data-structure for different number of threads -ConcGraph-NoDIE: the concurrent data-structure presented without Deletion of Incoming Edges (DIE) for deleted vertices, ConcGraph-DIE: supporting Deletion of Incoming Edges of deleted vertices (Algorithm 4 a The complete source code is available on Github [9] .
in the [8] ), CoarseLock: which supports concurrent operations by acquiring a global lock and the sequential implementation. The figures depict that the presented algorithm certainly outperforms the coarse lock and sequential counterpart. Also update methods of ConcGraph without deletion of incoming edges, DIE give a significant increase in the throughput and scale well with increasing the number of threads. We noted on an average 8x increased throughput. It is interesting to observe that ConcGraph-NoDIE achieves higher throughput than the one with DIE. This can be attributed to the observation that it is cost inefficient to traverse all the vertices to search for the incoming edges of the deleted vertices.
Conclusion & Future Direction
In this paper, we have shown how to construct a fully dynamic concurrent graph data structure, which allows threads to concurrently add/delete vertices/edges. The update methods of the algorithm are deadlock-free while the contains methods are wait-free. To the the best of our knowledge, this is the first work to propose a concurrent data-structure for an adjacency list representation of the graphs. The other known work on concurrent graphs by Kallimanis & Kanellou [7] works on adjacency matrix representation and assume an upper-bound on the number of vertices while we make no such assumption.
We believe that there are many applications that can benefit from this concurrent graph structure. An important application that inspired us is SGT in Databases and Transnational Memory. We have compared the performance of the concurrent data-structure with the coarse-grained locking and sequential implementation and we achieve on an average 8 x increased throughput. For proving linearizability, we have used linearization points. 7. AddEdge(key 1 , key 2 , f alse): The LP is defined to be within its execution interval at the earlier of the following points; (1) if there is no successful concurrent add vertex on key 1 and key 2 , LP is the last of read(key 1 )/read(key 2 ) and read(key 1 .marked)/read(key 2 .marked) in the Contains methods depending upon the execution. (2) if there is a successful concurrent add vertex on key 1 or key 2 or both, it is linearized at the point immediately before the LP of the first successful concurrent add vertex on key 1 or key 2 .
8. RemoveEdge(key 1 , key 2 , true): We linearize a successful RemoveEdge method call within its execution interval at the earlier of the following points; (1) if there is no successful concurrent delete vertex, the LP is later of read(key 2 .val) and write(key 2 .marked, true) in Remove method, based on the execution. If the edge (key 1 , key 2 ) is already present in the edge list of the vertex key 1 , the LP is the logically marked as deleted. If the edge (key 1 , key 2 ) is not present in the edge list of the vertex key 1 , the LP is the read(key 2 ) in the Remove method.
(2) if there is a successful concurrent delete vertex on key 1 or key 2 or both, it is linearized just before the LP of the first successful concurrent delete vertex on key 1 or key 2 .
9. RemoveEdge(key 1 , key 2 , f alse): The LP is defined to be within its execution interval at the earlier of the following points; The LP s remain same as the LP s of the AddEdge(key 1 , key 2 ) returning f alse.
10. ContainsEdge(key 1 , key 2 , true): We linearize a successful ContainsEdge(key 1 , key 2 ) method call within its execution interval at the earlier of the following points: (1) if there is no successful concurrent delete vertex on key 1 and key 2 , the LP is read(n.marked) in Line 59 of Contains method , where the key 1 /key 2 is unmarked in the vertex list. (2) if there is a successful concurrent delete vertex on key 1 or key 2 , it is linearized immediately before the LP of the first successful concurrent delete on corresponding vertex.
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. ContainsEdge(key 1 , key 2 , f alse): The LP is defined to be within its execution interval at the earlier of the following points; (1) if there is no successful concurrent add edge (key 1 , key 2 ), the LP is, (a) last of read(key 1 ) or read(key 1 .marked) in Line Contains method, (b) last of read(key 2 ) or read(key 2 .marked) in Line Contains method, depending upon the execution.
(2) if there is a successful concurrent add edge on (key 1 , key 2 ), it is linearized immediately before the LP of that successful concurrent add edge.
A.2 Linearization Points:based on lock-free graph
Here, we list the LPs of each method. As each method of the list can return either true or f alse except AddVertex. So, we define the LP based on that and given bellow: (b) with successful concurrent LF AddV ertex(key, true): we add a dummy event just before Line 37 of LFAddVertex method. This dummy event is the LP of the WFContainsVertex method.
6. LF AddEdge(key 1 , key 2 , true): We linearize a successful LF AddEdge(key 1 , key 2 ) method call within its execution interval at the earlier of the following points; (1) if there is no successful concurrent LFRemoveVertex on key 1 and key 2 , the LP is the successful CAS in Line 37 of LF Add method if (read(n 2 .val) = key) otherwise the LP be in the Line 12 or Line 20 in the LF Locate method. (2) if there is a successful concurrent LFRemoveVertex on key 1 or key 2 or both, the LP is the point immediately before the first LP of successful concurrent delete on vertex key 1 or key 2 .
7. LF AddEdge(key 1 , key 2 , f alse): We linearize an unsuccessful LF AddEdge(key 1 , key 2 ) method call within its execution interval at the earlier of the following points; (1) if there is no successful concurrent LFAddVertex on key 1 and key 2 , the LP be in the Line 12 or Line 20 in the LF Locate method if (read(n 2 .val) = key). (2) if there is a successful concurrent LFAddVertex on key 1 or key 2 or both, the LP is the point immediately before the first LP of successful concurrent add on vertex key 1 or key 2 .
8. LF RemoveEdge(key 1 , key 2 , true): We linearize a successful LF RemoveEdge(key 1 , key 2 ) method call within its execution interval at the earlier of the following points; (1) if there is no successful concurrent LFRemoveVertex on key 1 and key 2 , the LP be in the Line 49 logical marked in the LFRemoveVertex method if (read(n 2 .val) = key) otherwise Line 12 or Line 20 in the LF Locate method . (2) if there is a successful concurrent LFRemoveVertex on key 1 or key 2 or both, the LP is the point immediately before the first LP of successful concurrent delete on vertex key 1 or key 2 .
9. LF RemoveEdge(key 1 , key 2 , f alse): We linearize an unsuccessful RemoveEdge(key 1 , key 2 ) method call within its execution interval at the earlier of the following points; (1) if there is no successful concurrent LFAddVertex on key 1 and key 2 , the LP be in the Line 12 or Line 20 in the LF Locate method . (2) if there is a successful concurrent LFAddVertex on key 1 or key 2 or both, the LP is the point immediately before the first LP of successful concurrent add on vertex key 1 or key 2 .
10. W F ContainsEdge(key 1 , key 2 , true): We linearize a successful W F ContainsEdge(key 1 , key 2 ) method call within its execution interval at the earlier of the following points; (1) if there is no successful concurrent LFRemoveVertex on key 1 and key 2 , the LP be the last of these execution read(key) or read(key 1 .marked) in the Line 65 of W F Contains method. (2) if there is a successful concurrent LFRemoveVertex on key 1 or key 2 or both, the LP is the point immediately before the first LP of successful concurrent delete on vertex key 1 or key 2 .
B.2 Lock-free list PCode

